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ABSTRACT

The use of mobile and hand-held devices is a desirable option for implementation of user interaction with remote services from a distance, whereby the user should be able to select the input device depending on personal preferences, capabilities and availability of interaction devices. Because of the heterogeneity of available devices and interaction styles, the interoperability needs particular attention by the developer. This paper describes the design of a general solution to enable mobile devices to have control on services at remote hosts. The applied approach enhances the idea of separating the user interface from the application logic, leading to the definition of virtual or logical input devices physically separated from the controlled services.

INTRODUCTION

The design and implementation of interaction in ambient computing environments cannot rely on traditional input devices like mouse and keyboard. For remote interaction from a distance, Lorenz et al. (2009) revealed a dramatical increase of the error rate using wireless mouse and keyboard compared to a hand-held device. Whether a control device is suitable for an intended interaction depends on the capabilities, personal preferences, situation and task of the user. If the physical shape of the equipment causes complaints or errors in operation, then the interaction could be improved either by revised design of the input hardware or by freedom to switch to another input device more aligned to the task and the personal attributes of the user.

The opportunity to use mobile devices is a desirable option to enhance interaction with remote services, in particular if the user is experienced in its operation. These shifts in usage of computer technology go hand in hand with re-thinking of user interface technology. Disconnecting the input
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from the remote service host requires fundamental research in system models and architectures (Ol- sen, 2007): “Lots of good research into input tech- niques will never be deployed until better system models are created to unify these techniques for application developers.” The research described by Lorenz et al. (2008) elaborates the fundamental characteristics of a distributed interactive system and derives the technical components for transmission of user input from an input device to remote services.

The main objective of this work is to enable interoperability of distributed user input components on a mobile or hand-held device and service implementation on a device in the current environment of the user. It copes with heterogeneity on multiple levels:

1. It enables to interchange input modalities and interaction styles at runtime.
2. It elaborates a generic solution going beyond current unspecific patterns for software architectures.
3. It delivers software artifacts to cope with incompatible software environments, operating systems, and technology.
4. It unifies the software development process, documentation and cooperation between independent persons and development teams.

This paper introduces a framework using virtual input devices to specify the input of the user interface without constraints regarding metaphor, shape, location, or modality. The main requirements to the design of the framework are abstraction, architectural design, and being independent from hard- and software. The specification of the framework identifies the components, defines the relationships between the components and illustrates the data flow within an intended system. The approach enables developers to create interfaces that depend on the meaning of the input rather than on the specific device.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

The architectural design described in this paper has been used as reference architecture for the implementation of a demonstrator enabling the use of mobile and hand-held devices to wirelessly control multimedia applications from a distance. It implements the use of a remote user interface on the mobile phone of which the user can select from three options to control the media player application:

- **Hardware Buttons** Use the hardware buttons of the mobile phone (see Figure 1, left).
- **Software Buttons** Activate software buttons by touching the area on the display. The software buttons mirror the controls of the graphical user interface of the application to control (see Figure 1, central image). In a widget approach, the controls could be downloaded from the remote application on demand.
- **Touch-screen/Gestures** Tab on the display and drag gestures on the screen of the mobile phone (see Figure 1, right).

The implementation of the user interface maps the user input to control commands for the server, which are transmitted using remote procedure calls encoded in XML. The server maps the calls to local short-cuts executed by integrating key-strokes into the local event queue. The application that gained focus on the server (i.e., the open source media player VLC (VLC, 2009)) receives the short-cuts from the local event queue as if typed by the user on the local keyboard.

Related Work

The information flow for controlling remote services is directed from the user towards the system. In the scope of this research, the user requires the opportunity to provide input or control the system.